
Who’s Afraidof Authorized Generics?
Losing a patent challenge lets a generic competitor 

grab market share and slash branded profits. 
Sound scary? Ignoring authorized generics is worse.

BY GREGORY GLASS AND CHRISTOPHER J. WORRELL 



N
o brand manufacturers
plan to market generic ver-
sions of their own product,
at least not until the patent
expires. And why would

they? As long as the branded version
enjoys patent protection, marketing a
cut-rate product would eat away
profit margin during the years when
a drug makes the most money.

But what happens if a patent is
challenged? Under the Hatch-
Waxman Act, generic-drug manu-
facturers that win Paragraph IV
challenges are rewarded with 180
days of market exclusivity. For six
months, they can sell their own
generic version without competition
from other generic companies. And
during this period, brand manufac-
turers lose market share as rapidly
as they do after patent expiration,
when generic competitors flood the
market. But there is a way to miti-
gate these losses, devastating as they
are. A brand manufacturer can
mount a rear-guard action by
launching its own off-brand—an
authorized generic—with the coop-
eration of a generic distributor. 

Companies hemorrhage profits in
the wake of a lost patent challenge.
Typically, the generic company will
set its price approximately 20 to 30
percent below the brand, and erode
the brand’s market share by more
than 75 percent after the first two
months. But by quickly entering the
market with its relabeled “brand in a
bottle,” a manufacturer can use its
own generic product to capture a
share of the competitor’s business, if
only at a reduced price. Earning addi-
tional revenue on generic products
may seem like cold comfort to a com-
pany that just lost a profitable patent.
But the alternative—even greater
losses—is much worse. 

In spite of the potential revenue upside—or perhaps
reduced revenue downside—many brand companies have been
reluctant to enter partnerships with authorized-generics mar-

keters. Many are uncertain about the payoff or simply inexpe-
rienced with the generic market. But some wonder whether
these partnerships are legal under the Hatch-Waxman Act.
After all, the law provides 180 days of exclusivity to reward
the generic company that successfully challenges the patent of
a brand product. Arguably, allowing for a second generic
product has the effect of reducing that incentive.

That is the argument that Teva, Mylan, and the Generic Phar-
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Lifecycles of Generics
ost generics go on the market when the last patent on a brand product
expires. Usually, many generic products can enter the market at once.
Consider, for example, Zestril (lisinopril). The day after the pediatric exclusivity

expired on its only patent, a half-dozen generic companies launched their versions of
lisinopril. Several other companies followed suit within the next couple of weeks. As
expected in the generic marketplace, the average wholesale price of a 10-mg lisinopril
tablet plummeted from about one dollar to less than ten cents within a few days. There is
no protection against this type of supply-and-demand pricing. 

Generic drugs can also go on the market before the scheduled patent-expiration date of a
product. When a generic company files an Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA)
with a Paragraph IV certification, it effectively challenges the existing patent(s) of the
brand. These challenges are frequently referred to as Paragraph IV filings. (See “Patent
Attack,” Pharm Exec, April 2005.) This is the familiar pathway to an authorized generic. If
the ANDA generic wins, it gets a 180-day period of exclusivity, sets its price at 20 to 30
percent below the brand price, and begins to take the brand’s market share. After 180
days, ANDA exclusivity expires, and other approved generics may join the market, per-
haps cutting the price even further.

Instead of simply watching its market share erode, suppose the brand company contracts
with another generic company (not the ANDA-exclusive generic company) to launch a
second generic product. The brand company manufactures the drug under its New Drug
Application (NDA), but the generic partner distributes it under a different label. So, for
180 days, the brand, the ANDA-exclusive generic, and the authorized generic share the
market. In addition to its branded sales, the brand company would receive revenue from
the authorized generic. Generic pricing typically remains fairly high, since there are only
two generics on the market.

Authorized generics may seem to be a recent phenomenon, but similar business partner-
ships date to the 1990’s. For example, Barr Pharmaceuticals distributed the Zeneca
product Nolvadex (tamoxifen), and Mylan marketed the Pfizer product Procardia-XL
(nifedipine). In both cases, the brand company used a variant of the authorized-generics
arrangement to settle patent litigation.

These business deals were important precedents, but the watershed event occurred in
September 2003, when GlaxoSmithKline authorized Par to sell Paxil (paroxetine) as a
generic during the 180-day exclusivity of Apotex, the first-to-file challenger of Paxil.
GlaxoSmithKline’s authorized generic, paroxetine, debuted during Apotex’s exclusive
period. 

While the actual terms of the arrangement have not been made public, it is estimated that
GlaxoSmithKline earned between $200 and 300 million in six months with its authorized
generic. Had GSK stayed on the sidelines, it would have lost this additional revenue. Other
companies followed blockbusters with authorized generics. Pfizer released a generic
Neurontin (gabapentin), and Johnson & Johnson put out relabeled Duragesic (fentanyl). 



myth #2: We can wait and see what happens in 
the generic market before we enter an authorized-
generics contract.
Long before generics enter the market, generic manufacturers
meet with major retailers and others in the distribution channels
to finalize sales agreements. Just as a pharmacy benefits manager
prefers one brand in a class, distributors of generics typically pur-
chase just one generic. So first-mover advantages apply in the
generic market just as in the brand market. If an authorized-
generic product launches after the ANDA generic, it can have a
difficult time gaining market share, since distributors are locked
into the competing generic product. A brand team needs to com-
mit to an authorized generic months before the first generic enters
the market.

myth #3: Authorized-generics partnerships are
complicated and divert brand resources.
On the contrary, authorized-generics arrangements are simple.
They typically need few brand resources. The brand company
must ask the business development group to arrange the deal,
and it must allocate some resources for follow-up activities,
such as accounting, finance, and supply-chain forecasting. The
authorized generic can be beneficial to manufacturing. In
many circumstances, the entry date of the authorized generic
will be uncertain since the Paragraph IV case will be working

maceutical Association advanced early in 2004 in
citizen petitions to FDA. They asked the agency
to ban authorized generics, but FDA declined to
get involved at first, claiming that it would not be
appropriate to interfere with business arrange-
ments. Teva and Mylan then filed suit against
FDA. In Teva v. Crawford, Teva attempted to
nullify an authorized-generics contract between
Pfizer and its subsidiary Greenstone for generic
gabapentin. In June 2005, the District Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia decided
against Teva, ruling that nothing in the Hatch-
Waxman Act prevented a patent owner from re-
selling its own product. This decision cleared the
legal hurdles for authorized generics under the
Hatch-Waxman Act.

Unless generic manufacturers challenge
authorized-generic contracts under some other
law, Congress is the last resort for companies
attacking authorized generics. At this point,
Congress could still amend the Hatch-Waxman
Act to prevent future authorized-generics con-
tracts. However, changes to the law are
extremely unlikely for at least three reasons.
First, there have been no calls within Congress
to put an end to these agreements. Second, in the
Medicare Modernization Act of 2003, Congress
passed a significant piece of legislation that
amended parts of Hatch-Waxman. Lawmakers
have little momentum to revisit the law anytime
soon. Third, authorized generics create competi-
tion and may help lower drug prices. So arguing for fewer
generics is not an appealing political argument. As a result, it
seems safe to say that authorized generics are here to stay.

Even before Teva, some of the industry’s largest firms,
including Bristol-Myers Squibb, Johnson & Johnson,
GlaxoSmithKline, and Abbott, entered into authorized-gener-
ics arrangements with generics marketers. But many other
companies that could profit from such business partnerships
remain on the sidelines. After Teva cleared the legal objections
to authorized generics, the biggest remaining obstacles may be
common myths about the generic marketplace.  

Here are three that brand companies still cling to, but that
must be dismissed:

myth #1: If we release an authorized generic, 
our brand share will erode faster than it would 
if just one generic was on the market.
Brand companies have grown accustomed to how quickly gener-
ics erode their brand shares. While there are some rare exceptions
to typical share-erosion curves (e.g., when a brand is priced like a
generic, has a narrow distribution channel or is a true Narrow
Therapeutic Index drug) erosion is a simple function of supply
and demand. If there is enough generic supply priced lower than
the brand, the erosion will occur at about the same rate whether
one, two, or more companies supply the generic product.

or the brand company, the actual launch and mainte-
nance of an authorized generic is relatively straightfor-
ward. Typically, little effort is required to prepare for a
launch and maintain the supply chain for the author-

ized-generics partner. Some of the key minimum requirements
expected of the brand company include:

The Mechanics of an Authorized Generic

Launch
+ Selecting a generic marketer/dis-

tributor well before the brand’s
lifecycle ends.

+ Tooling changes for imprinting/
debossing a generic version of the
NDA brand

+ Manufacturing the inventory
required for launch

+ Labeling new packages to sup-
port the marketing of the generic 
partner

While launch preparedness has simi-
larities to launching a brand, generics
require simpler market strategies.

The authorized generic needs no
sales force and less marketing sup-
port. Most development work is done
before the launch, but three key
requirements must be met once the
drug reaches the market.

In Market
+ Coordinate forecasting and supply

plans with the generics partner
+ Oversee financial aspects of the

authorized-generics partnership 
+ Monitor the dynamics of the 

particular generic market, as
these can change for a variety 
of reasons



its way through the legal system. The authorized-generics part-
ner can facilitate manufacturing planning and smooth the
ramp-down of the brand product.

Strategy and Practicality 
Once a brand team commits to the authorized-generics strategy, a
few issues remain: 

Choosing a Generic Partner Just like brands, generic com-
panies are not alike. Matching the brand product with the
right generic company is a key consideration. Some generic
companies have strong alliances with certain distributors or
within certain channels, while others have operational advan-
tages or a better understanding of how to market and distrib-
ute an authorized-generic.

Timing the Launch Because authorized generics go to market
after a patent challenge, timing the generic launch is difficult. The

ANDA-generic company has to win the court case, including the
appeal. But it can still launch “at-risk” before a final court deci-
sion. For example, Teva launched the 80-mg generic version of
OxyContin (oxycodone) before the final Court of Appeals ruling. 

Scenario Planning Timing isn’t the only factor to consider
when it comes to launch date. Many scenarios affect the author-
ized generic, including number of ANDA filers, seasonality of
some products, regulatory filings, and supply issues. The brand
team must prepare for various possibilities and map the end of the
product life cycle with a simple scenario-planning tree. This
enables management to approve responses before events occur.

Managing the Generic Partner The brand company must build
a strong management team to oversee the generic partner. Once
committed, the brand team wants to maximize the success of the
authorized generic against the exclusive-generic competitor.
Stronger management resources will help drive profits.
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